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Is this talk for you?
●If you don't know anything about Quantum Monte Carlo 

(QMC) methods
●But you know about electronic structure calculations (DFT,  

HF, post-HF,...)
 

●If you want to have an extensive review of all QMC 

applications so far 
●If you want to start writing a QMC code tomorrow
 

… and (hopefully) by the end of the talk, you will understand 
the logic behind Monte Carlo calculations!



  

My background
PhD:
●QMC to advanced optimisation of complex 
systems (spin glasses)
●Coded some QMC algorithms (GFMC and PIMC)

PostDoc
●Variational investigation of the metal-insulator 

crossover in hydrogen chains 
●One of the developers of the QMC code TurboRVB 

http://qe-forge.org/projects/turborvb/

http://qe-forge.org/projects/turborvb/
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A bit of history
●“Fermi had independently developed the Monte 

Carlo method” in the 1930s (N. Metropolis)
●Applied to the neutron diffusion problem

●Apparently, Nicholas Metropolis first named 

the method “Monte Carlo”
●He was working with mathematician 

Stanislaw Ulam
●There was a family issue with Ulam's uncle 

gambling at a famous casino...
Source: N. Metropolis: “The beginning of Monte Carlo method” (1987)



  

A bit of history

●Since then, Monte Carlo methods often applied to hard many-
body problems (large or strong correlated systems)

●Monte Carlo methods benefited from the recent 

invention of “fast computing machines”
●Indeed, Monte Carlo methods are relatively 

easy to implement (also in parallel)

●Early applied to condensed matter problems (liquids)



  

Deterministic vs Stochastic
●Deterministic: DFT, GW, HF, MP2, CCSD(T), Full CI...

input output

input output

●Stochastic: Monte Carlo

●Random numbers (noise) in principle, unreproducible...
●One has to average over the noise (statistical error)



  

Deterministic vs Stochastic

Output A: 3.1416 Output B: 3.1416

Output A: 3.1415(2) Output B: 3.1417(3)

●Deterministic methods: look exact 

●Stochastic methods: look like experiments!

Monte Carlo results are reproducible only in statistical sense!



  

Statistical basis

WARNING! 
●Physically relevant random variables can have infinite variance 
(Lorentzian distribution)
●If the random variables are not independent, the variance of the 
mean is larger (autocorrelation)

x= 1
N∑i=1

N xi

2  x = 1
N 2x

Central limit theorem: the mean of N independent and 
identically distributed (IID) random variables with finite mean and 
variance becomes Gaussian distributed in the limit of large N

●The mean of {x
0
,x

1
,x

2
,...}:

●The variance of the mean:

Variance of the single 
IID random variable

Monte Carlo statistical error is always proportional to 1/sqrt(N)



  

Monte Carlo integration
●Monte Carlo methods initially applied to simulate 
random processes (inherently stochastic)
●It can be also applied to compute effectively 
multidimesional integrals (in principle deterministic)

One random 
number per 
direction per star

●Cloud area ~ Stars inside the cloud
Total number of stars

Reference area



  

Comparison against exact 
integration

●Crucial point: the Monte Carlo integration error always goes as 

1/sqrt(N), regardless the dimension of the integral!
●Caveat: Provided all the space is sampled (ergodicity)
●Caveat: The prefactor can be large (importance sampling)
●Compare against typical finite difference error:

error∝1/N
k
D

Monte Carlo is often the only way to multidimensional integrals

(k is method dependent)



  

Variational method
●Let's start with a many-body wave function (WF), which 

depends on P parameters:
●Then compute the expectation value of the Hamiltonian:

T x ; p

EGSET  p=
〈T  p∣H∣T p 〉

〈T  p∣T  p 〉 In principle, a 
multidimension
al integral!

●Minimise E
T
(p) to find the best variational solution

●E.g., Hartree-Fock: the mutidimensional integral breaks into a 

set of low dimensional integrals (Slater's Determinants)



  

Explicitly correlated WF
●Slater's Determinant (SD): uncorrelated WF, made by 
single particle orbitals

●Electronic correlation can be introduced by expanding the 

many-body WF in SDs (configuration interaction)
●Or by modifying  the variational problem (ddensity-
functional theory)
●Or by including e-e repulsion directly in the many-body WF! 

(Jastrow-Slater) ∣T 〉=exp−∑i j
ur ij ∣SD 〉

Homogeneous 
e-e repulsion



  

Explicitly correlated WF

●Singularities due to the e-e and e-ion interactions (cusp 
conditions) easily included. Large improvement with 

respect to contracted Gaussian orbitals!
●Jastrow-Slater WF expands in an infinite series of SDs 

(non-perturbative)

●Multidimensional integrals (use Quantum Monte Carlo)
●One optimises one state at time (Ground state)

PROs

CONs



  

Digression: the electron gas
●The famous Monte Carlo basis of Local density Approximation!

Wigner-Seitz radius

1
e

=
4
3  rs

3

Au: 3.01 a.u.

Al:  2.07 a.u

∣T 〉=exp−∑i j
urij ∣SD 〉

For the metallic phase

High accuracy due to
The system is homogeneous (molecules are tougher...)
The WF is explicitly correlated (better than HF)



  

The Metropolis algorithm

EGSET  p=
〈T  p∣H ∣T  p〉

〈T  p∣T  p〉

●Back to the variational problem!

●Where the (normalised) sampling probability is 

T x ; p=
∣T x ; p∣

2

∫dx∣T x ; p∣
2

●and  the local energy is

ET x ; p =
〈x∣H∣T  p〉

〈x∣T  p〉

Quantum expectation values become statistical averages

=∫ dx EL x ; pT x ; p ≡〈EL x〉T



  

The Metropolis algorithm
●In practise, one does not throw random numbers, but does 
a random walk in the configuration space

1) Start from a configuration x
0

2) Generate a new configuration x
1
 according to a given a 

priori probability, T(x
0
,x

1
) (e.g., a Gaussian move)

3) Throw a random number ξ in [0,1) and accept the move if 

4) Goto point 2) and generate x
2 
(loop)

A x0, x1≡min1,
T x1, x0x1 ; p 
T x0, x1 x0 ; p

●The random walk is: {x
0
 , x

1
 , x

2
 , x

3
 , x

4
 … }



  

The Metropolis algorithm
●After a (usually short) equilibration part of the walk, the 

sampled points are distributed according to П
T
(x;p)

●Why? The metropolis algorithm enforces detailed balance:

T x , x '  A x , x ' T x , p=T x ' , x  A x ' , x T x ' , p

Expectation values are calculated by averaging 
over the (equilibrated) random walk

〈EL x ; p〉T=
1
N ∑i=1

N
EL x i; p

This is the core part of virtually all Monte Carlo 
methods! The rest is a lot of technical details...

Px x '  Px ' x



  

The Metropolis algorithm
Caveats

●Evaluating/updating the explicitly correlated WF can be 

numerically expensive (trade-off accuracy/efficiency)
●If the acceptance is too high, the autocorrelation 

becomes an issue (larger error)
●If the acceptance is too low, the algorithm might become 

unstable (infinite variance)
●Rule of thumb: acceptance ~ 50%



  

Summary
Monte Carlo results are reproducible only in statistical sense!

Monte Carlo statistical error is always proportional to 1/sqrt(N)

Monte Carlo is often the only way to multidimensional integrals

Quantum expectation values become statistical averages

●...and so one has got an effective way to solve the many-body 
Schrödinger equation by throwing random number!
●Let's see how (very briefly)...



  

Variational MC (VMC)

E.g., The hydrogen chain

EGSET  p=
〈T  p∣H∣T p 〉

〈T  p∣T  p 〉 Computed by the 
Metropolis algorithm

●Several good minimisation algorithms: steepest descent, 

conjugate gradient, quasi-Newton,...

●But E
T
(p) and its derivatives are 

noisy functions, and noisy 
minimisation is much harder!
●Besides, the more parameters, 

the more likely to get trapped in 
local minima...



  

Diffusion MC (DMC)
〈GS∣T  p 〉≠0

∣GS 〉∝e− H−E T p∣T  p 〉

∂T

∂
=1
2

∂2T

∂x2 [V x −ET ]T

●If one can project out the GS using an 

imaginary time propagation: 

●The imaginary time Schrödinger equation

is similar to a diffusion equation (the first application of MC!)
●Since a fermionic Ψ

T
 changes sign, it's not a good distribution

●The (in)famous sign problem: one has to fix the nodal surface!

DMC to solve 
this equation

From: Marchi et al, JCP (2009)



  

Some applications
●DMC@VMC is very accurate, even with the fixed node approx.
●Homogeneous electron gas: 3D,2D,1D,finite size... QMC 

provides benchmark calculations
●Molecules: dynamic & static correlations well addressed. E.g., 

dispersion forces (graphite) and homogeneous dissociation
●Phase transitions: especially materials at high pressure 

(geophysics)
●Surfaces & defects: QMC provides benchmark calculations
●Finite temperature! Path-integral MC (PIMC) like VMC, but it 

samples instead ofTr {e−H } ∣T x ; p∣
2

mailto:DMC@VMC


  

… and some open issues!
●VMC: of course, finding good (simple & accurate) explicitly correlated 

WFs is challenging!
●VMC: the minimisation procedure might be very irregular (and 

tedious...)
●DMC: in principle exact, if one solves the sign problem (like finding 

the exact XC functional...)
●VMC&DMC: excited states (constrained optimisation/projection)
●VMC&DMC: (adiabatic) molecular dynamics with noisy force fields
●PIMC: sign problem, too. Still ineffective for light particles (electrons) 

and very low temperature (ergodicity issue)



  

Conclusions
If you need a benchmark calculation for complex (large, 
correlated) systems, you might want to give QMC a go!

Some references
●B.L. Hammond, W.A. Lester, Jr, P.J. Reynolds “Monte Carlo Methods 
in Ab Initio Quantum Chemistry” World Scientific, Singapore (1994)
●D.M. Ceperley “Path integrals in the theory of condensed helium” 
Rev. Mod. Phys. 67, 279–355 (1995) 
●W.M.C. Foulkes et al. “Quantum Monte Carlo simulations of solids” 
Rev. Mod. Phys. 73, 33–83 (2001)
●J. Kolorenč and L. Mitas “Applications of quantum Monte Carlo 
methods in condensed systems ” Rep. Prog. Phys. 74 026502 (2009)

Some QMC codes
●qmcpack (Ceperly group): http://code.google.com/p/qmcpack/
●CASINO (Towler group): http://www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk/~mdt26/casino2.html
●TurboRVB (Sorella group): http://qe-forge.org/projects/turborvb/

http://code.google.com/p/qmcpack/
http://www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk/~mdt26/casino2.html
http://qe-forge.org/projects/turborvb/
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